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BEST BET R11 18:21

Drop Pin Red Fwn D

T: Patrick Gainey
The Hound Says: Has always shown some promise
but he regained a lot of confidence when placed
here last time. Will find this easier, can cross and
lead, hard to hold out

NEXT BEST R7 16:57

Bootin' Boodie Black B

T: Jeff Crawford
$2.3

The Hound Says: Armed with dazzling early speed
and she has been placed in five of seven over this
journey. Brilliant effort three runs back, gets a cart
across, yes

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 5,4,8 
Race 6 - 2,1,5 
Race 7 - 6 
Race 8 - 5,1,6,3 

$20 For 55.55%

R1 TAB VENUE MODE Maiden 431m 14:57

NOT ON FIRE (2) showed improvement when
placed here last time out and he will be even
better for the experience. He should be in the
firing line throughout, hard to hold out. SIRIUS
MONICA (1) has been placed in three of six here
to date and she is drawn to get all the breaks.
RHODES MAREE (7) will be very strong in the
closing stages.
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R2 SKY RACING Maiden 431m 15:19

STEEL RIGGING (6) has been smartly placed in his
two runs to date and he will continue to get
better. The draw is a slight concern but he should
have enough pace to cross. MUSCOVITE MICA (8)
has been impressive in her past two and she
should get a nice cart across early on, while
CHARGE ON BLUE (3) is an improving type and he
can settle on the pace
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R3 WWW.IPSWICHGREYHOUNDS.COM NOV 431m 15:39

CYCLONE JASPER (1) has been ultra consistent to
date and he has a good record here. A clean
getaway should see him hold the top and he will
prove hard to reel in. BLUE BEATTIE (4) is armed
with good early burn and she appears to be
getting stronger with every run. CYCLONE
RANGER (8) is better than his form and the wide
draw suits.
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R4 DOVER & SONS NOV 431m 15:54

BIG AND CHEESY (2) has a poor winning record
but she has shown a lot of improvement recently
and with a quick beginner and middle to wide
runner in the red, she should get a nice run
through. MANHATTAN MONARO (1) has raced
well here to date and he should have enough
pace to hold the early lead. BLACK CHROME (7) is
showing plenty of promise.
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R5 GREYHOUNDS MAKE GREAT PETS 3rd/4th Grade 431m 16:14

ARCHIE TRICK (5) can take a couple of strides to
get going and the draw is a slight concern,
however he is armed with dazzling mid race pace
and he will find this a tad easier. ROYAL LOOK (4)
owns a handy 25.11 PB here and she will be in
the firing line for most of the journey, while
REVIVED (8) has the engine and he just needs
luck early on.
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R6 ROSEWOOD VETERINARY SERVICE Best 8 431m 16:42

WHERE'S JOHNSON (2) is a class act when on
song and he has a great record here. He hasn't
had much luck recently, so a clean getaway can
see him lead and regain some confidence.
SPRING FERN (1) beat a good line-up here two
runs back in a slick 25.01 and she will be on the
pace throughout, while NOTIFICATION (5) can
test the clock when in the clear.
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R7 WEST MORETON PET FOODS 5th Grade 520m 16:57

BOOTIN' BOODIE (6) has been placed in five of
seven over this track and trip and she is now
running out the journey quite well. The pace in
five should help and she will get a nice cart
across. STRIKING MISS (5) can come out running
and she was smartly placed here two runs back,
while HOOKED ON TORQUE (8) will be strong in
the run home.
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R8 M & K BUTCHERS 4/5 Grade F 4th/5th Grade 520m 17:14

TARAWI LEE (5) is as consistent as they come and
she was a gutsy 30.56 winner here on Saturday
night. Consistently runs 5.20 or better to the first
marker, should cross and lead. EDGAR CLOGGS
(1) caught the eye when placed in his heat and he
is drawn to settle a little closer than normal.
GLASTONBURY MAN (6) should get a nice cart
across early on.
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R9 GREYHOUND GEAR 5th Grade 431m 17:35

WHERE'S MY CAR (6) has always shown promise
but she went to another level when scoring here
last week in a sizzling 25.12. Exits a similar draw
today and should prove hard to hold out again.
BISCUITS CLOUD (3) has been placed in three of
five here and she can hit the line hard, while
EDRIC VOSPER (4) is better than his form reads
and is value.
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R10 TREMBATH TYRES 5th Grade 431m 17:59

BRIGHT SAPPHIRE (4) has a good record here and
he is capable of leading or coming from off the
pace in his races. Draw is a slight concern but he
should be able to balance up in the first half.
ANNIHILATING (1) would prefer a wider draw but
he should be able to punch through at the first
bend. TAABINGA TIGER (7) can run a cheeky race.
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R11 TAB 5th Grade 431m 18:21

DROP PIN (3) regained some much needed
confidence when placed here last time and he
should find this a tad easier. He should be able to
clear the inside division early, hard to hold out.
HILL'S LEGEND (7) has a good record here to date
and he should be in the mix for most of the
journey. TWEED FORCE (8) should get a nice cart
across early on.
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R12 TAB VENUE MODE 5th Grade 431m 18:41

SPRING TARA (8) has a good record here to date
and she returned to the winners list with a top
25.28 win here last time. Placed in two of three
from this draw, hard to hold out. SHIAN FREYA (7)
is improving with each run and she carved out a
smart 25.33 from this draw last time, while WILD
DASH ZIP (5) is more than capable and just needs
luck early
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